
Lab 10 - ADC & RTOS
CSCE 4114 – Embedded Systems – Fall 2018

Tasks: You must complete the following tasks during the lab session:

1. Open the RIMS simulator, and open the ch7 LEDShowMultiPeriod Example

2. Run the simulator and see the behavior of the program

3. Begin to read through the code, recalling the lecture and chapter 7 readings

(a) At the top, there is a task structure – also called the Task Control Block (TCB).
The tasks have a period associated with their state change, that can be considered
a deadline.

(b) Line 19 contains an array of two task structures – this is the task queue

(c) Line 27-28 have two functions for the tasks. They each return an integer, and
have a single integer parameter

(d) Lines 31-45 contain the interrupt code. This contains a check to see if tasks are
taking too long, as well as the scheduling of tasks.

(e) Lines 46-67 are the main function. The main function initializes the two tasks,
then enters into the main loop, which is a sleep loop.

(f) What remains are the two task functions

4. Answer Questions 1-4

5. Open Arduino IDE

6. Copy the code from the example program to Arduino studio.

7. Change the tasks to simply print “task 1” and “task 2” to serial respectively.

8. Modify the main function to split into the Arduino setup() and loop() functions.
Setup() should initialize the Serial and the tasks. Loop() should check for when millis()
is equal to the GCD Period, and then call the ISR function.

9. Answer questions 5-7



10. Using the circuit above; create a circuit that pulls in 3.3V (from the VCC pin), across
a resistor, across the photoresistor, and then to ground. Between the two resistors (i.e.
at Vout) run a wire to one of the A/D pins (e.g. A0)

11. Change task 1 to read the analog pin, and return the value.

12. Change task 2 to take in the value from task 1, map the value to between 0-255, and
do an analog write on one of the other analog pins.

13. Place a resistor and an LED in series between that analog pin and GND.

14. Run the program. The LED should update its brightness based on the amount of light
on the photosresistor periodically.

15. Answer the final questions.



Lab Questions: Answer each of the following questions to the best of your ability. Use
the C manual, online class or reference resources, or the TA to assist if you do not know the
answer. Write these into a text document, and the TA must check off completion before you
leave lab.

1. What does RTOS stand for?

2. What is a TCB?

3. What kind of scheduling does the example program run?

4. How would you add a third task with a period of 300ms?

5. What was necessary to modify between the RIMS and Arduino platform?

6. How is the blocking wait loop in task 8 similar to the sleep()/timer ISR method from
RIMS?

7. How could we make it more similar?

8. Why do you have to map the input from analog write to 0-255?

9. What is a resistive divider? How does the voltage relate to the physical quantity?



Lab Report: For the report, create a document with:

• A coversheet that has your name, ID, and lab section

• The answers to all 9 questions

• The final code after task 20

These documents should be uploaded through Blackboard to the TA before the beginning
of the next lab. Documents turned in after this deadline are subject to the course late policy.


